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The development of the National Strategic Framework
(NSF) is a significant step for Water Polo in Australia. The
commitment of the eight Boards and their management
teams is to be acknowledged and commended. This
framework unites water polo under a single Mission and
Vision. Eight game plans have been moulded into one, the
NSF and all eight players have valuable roles to play in
order to achieve team success.
The National Executive Group (NEG), comprising WPA Senior
Management and the State Executives will work together
and be responsible for managing the day to day delivery of
the NSF collectively, supporting and sharing experience and
knowledge to deliver on the agreed targets.
Our Mission is to create success today, to inspire tomorrow,
and to be a team for life. To achieve this mission, Participants,
Clubs and Sustainability will be central to everything we do.
As leaders, collectively we have a responsibility to leave the
sport in a better place. With that in mind, we must continue
to look ahead, and while the NSF articulates a timebound
vision to 2030, it is a dynamic, evolving strategy, that must

be continually updated, as trends and the assumptions
upon which it has been developed change over time.
The targets identified for June 30, 2022 are ambitious
however, they are also a stepping stones toward the 2030
targets, with each allowing more progress. In some cases,
there is currently no data from which to assess progress,
so the first task will be to establish our starting point. It is
also vital to understand that not everything that matters,
can be measured and so enhanced characteristics such as
member relationships, collaboration and integration will
contribute significantly to our overall Mission and Vision, yet
will be hard to measure definitively.
The annual leaders assembly and Australian Water Polo
Awards collectively, will be a check point for our community
to reflect on the past 12 months and set the focus for the
next 12 months. This will provide a wonderful opportunity
to bring our community together, to celebrate the progress
made, and the embrace the journey ahead to achieve our
2030 Vision.
Trent Birkett

Richard McInnes

Water Polo Australia
President

Water Polo Australia
CEO
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OUR MISSION
“TO CREATE SUCCESS TODAY, TO INSPIRE
TOMORROW, AND BE A TEAM FOR LIFE”
Our mission describes our desire to be successful in many ways, across all
levels of the sport. We will achieve this success through living our values
and in a manner that inspires others, regardless of their role, aspiration,
age, background or expertise to become part of our team for life.
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OUR VISION
MAKE OUR SPORT, YOUR SPORT
Empower our team to be collaborative, inclusive and willing to pursue initiatives
that will encourage others to join our team.
Grow the number of people who feel valued for their contribution to Water Polo.
Grow the number of people who play Water Polo through increasing the range of
delivery models, pool access and mutually beneficial partnerships.
Our National teams inspire others to make our sport their sport. People want to
be part of our programs as players, officials, staff and volunteers.
Engage more of our community as partners and fans to create a sense of
community, identity and pride within the Australian Water Polo community.
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OUR VALUES

Across Water Polo in Australia we will UNITE under
a common set of values to advance our sport.

F U N
I N C L U S I V E
P U R S U I T
O F
E X C E L L E N C E
T E A MW O R K
R E S P E C T
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OUR BEHAVIOURS
We have FUN: we love our sport and enjoy the
camaraderie of our community
We are continually in PURSUIT of EXCELLENCE: we
inspire people to be their best and do their best
We are INCLUSIVE: we are a welcoming community
for everyone
We embrace TEAMWORK: we collaborate and act
with a unity of purpose in the best interest of the
sport
We act with RESPECT: we play fair, ensuring what
we do is ethical, transparent and honest.
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FIVE STRATEGIC ELEMENTS
To achieve our Vision we will UNITE to deliver our five integrated Strategic Elements.
Participants, Clubs and Sustainability are at the heart of our decision making.

EMPOWER
Unite our sport to unlock its potential

DEVELOP

PROSPER
Raise the profile of Water Polo,
strengthening the sport and its
financial foundations

Enhance capacity and capability to enable
scalable growth

PARTICIPANTS,
CLUBS &
SUSTAINABILITY

PLAY
More people playing Water Polo

PERFORM
Provide an aligned performance framework
to create sustainable success
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STRATEGIC
PRIORITIES AND
PROJECTS
Our ambition by June 30, 2022 is to have aligned
the foundations of capability and capacity to deliver
scalable growth of Water Polo across Australia.
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NATIONAL STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK FOR WATER POLO IN AUSTRALIA
2020 TO 2030
STRATEGIC ELEMENT

STRATEGIC PRIORITIES FOR WATER POLO IN AUSTRALIA TO JUNE 30, 2022

2030 GOALS FOR WATER POLO IN AUSTRALIA

EMPOWER

1.1 Deliver improved whole of sport efficiency
1.2 Create one shared voice of advocacy and influence with government and stakeholders
1.3 Innovate the delivery models to enhance participant experience
1.4 Celebrate Water Polo

•

WPA partners with States and clubs, empowering, incentivising
and supporting, to deliver the sport’s vision and to grow and
develop its people and programs

DEVELOP

2.1 Support Clubs to become more sustainable and deliver a positive participant experience
2.2 Deliver an effective coach and official development framework which offers value for money
2.3 Enhanced capability and critical skills to empower, support, and recognise staff and volunteers
2.4 Proactively identify and develop coaches and referees for all levels

•

Volunteers are empowered, supported, and recognised
leading to a strong club culture.
Coach and referee development pathways are world best
resulting in sufficient high-quality officials.

3.1 Establish innovative partnerships to deliver growth in the participation programs
3.2 Proactively attract, support and retain participants through flexible, affordable and enjoyable products
3.3 Ensure participants have access to appropriate competition opportunities
3.4 Facilitate adequate, timely and affordable access to pools across the country

•
•

PLAY

•

•
•

PERFORM

4.1 Collaboratively deliver a successful, effective National Performance Framework
4.2 Identify, develop and support players, coaches and officials to progress and succeed
4.3 Deliver an aspirational Premier National Competition

•
•
•
•

PROSPER

5.1 Deliver a National Marketing, Communications and Sponsorship Strategy including the National League
5.2 Raise the profile of the sport through hosting major events and promotions
5.3 Make progress toward achieving financial independence
5.4 Develop an effective Alumni network and engagement strategy

•
•

Water Polo offers value for money for all participants
Pools are accessible with most capital cities having a
dedicated or priority access water polo facility
Each capital city has a high-quality A-Grade competition (with
at least four competitive teams, 6 in larger cities) and multiple
feeder divisions
States offer a range of annual club / regional events
The National League is a high-quality fully funded, truly national,
competition, with Clubs underpinned by active affiliate clubs who
in turn supported by their National League club.
WPA conducts National Junior Events with most clubs
participating
The athlete and official frameworks are firmly established,
well understood and are delivering international success and
a high level of competition throughout the sport.
We hold justifiably realistic expectations of being in the mix
for medals at most benchmark international events.
WPA is a well-managed, financially independent organisation
that partners with
multiple funding streams to achieve its strategic objectives.
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ROLES & RESPONSIBILITIES
EMPOWER

Clubs &
Associations

•
•

Club Operation Plan
Live the Values

SSO’s

•
•
•
•

SSO Operation Plan
Empower Clubs
Lead by example
Live the values

•
•

NSO Operation Plan
Lead National
Strategy
Empower & support
States & Clubs
Lead by example
Live the values

NSO

•
•
•

DEVELOP

•

•

•

Create a positive
participant
experience

PLAY

•

Support & lead the
•
development of
•
coaches, referees,
paid and unpaid staff

Lead the
•
development of
coaches, referees,
paid and unpaid staff

PERFORM

PROSPER
•
•

Create a positive
participant
experience

•
•

Local rep teams
Club Development
Programs

State Competitions
State Teams,
Coaches and
Referees

•

State Development •
Programs for players, •
coaches & referees
•
State Championships

National
Competitions
Calendar &
framework

•

•

•
•
•

National programs
for players, coaches
and referees

ACT

•
•
•
•

VICTORIA

Local partnerships
Local community
engagement
Enhance participant
base

State government
State School Sport
State based
partners, sponsors

Federal government
Sport Australia and
AIS
NIN network
AOC
FINA
National partners
and sponsors
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